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NEW GENERATION LUBEX engine oil series from Belgin Oil who is experienced in lubricant market 
special for drivers, who value their vehicle and engine, for mechanics increasing this value, for 
workshops that we stop by when we run into trouble and for traders.

Belgin Oil has been producing lubricants at its factory, located in Gebze-Kocaeli, equipped with the 
latest technology, having international standards laboratory and R & D center. Belgin Oil, a leading 
company for more than 65 years in Lubricants Industry, has been responding all kinds of lubricant 
needs of the automotive and all sectors of the industry, has been delivering its experience on motor 
oils, its outstanding production potential, its advanced logistic network, powerful infrastructure, and 
superior Belgin specialty more powerfully.  

Belgin Oil, which produces approximately more than 1000 products and exports to more than 50 
countries, from China to Chile, from America to Australia, with its own trademark, has relaunched 
20 years old Lubex motor oil brand all over the world.

WHY LUBEX?
•	 Exceeding	quality	standards	designated	by	the	institutions	such	as	American	Petroleum	Institute,	
 European Automobile Manufacturers’ Association and the most importantly having Original 
 Equipment Manufacturers’ (OEM) approvals,  
•	 Having	a	very	wide	range	product	portfolio	suitable	for	changing	vehicle	park	and	needs,
•	 Preferred	and	used	by	thousands	of	mechanics	for	years	in	all	over	the	world,
•	 Away	from	a	mail	or	a	call	distance,	able	to	get	quick	answers	to	your	questions,
•	 Being	a	reliable	business	and	solution	partner,
•	 Always	aiming	to	keep	the	Performance/Value	ratio	at	the	highest	level,		

You can use LUBEX Motor Oils in your vehicle with peace of mind. With Lubex you can expect better 
than what is the best on motor oil for you from your engine.

www.lubex.com.tr
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PERFORMANCE TESTS

KINEMATIC VISCOSITY TEST (ASTM D 445):
It is the test where the resistance of oils against flow, in other words 
the fluidity, is determined. It is measured at 100°C for applications in 
the	automotive	industry.	Its	unit	is	mm²/s	or	cSt.	

VISCOSITY INDEX (ASTM D 2270):
It is the test that determines the change in temperature and viscosity 
values	of	oils.	As	the	Viscosity	Index	increases,	the	viscosity	decreases	
less with temperature increase.

POUR POINT (ASTM D 97):
It is the test that determines the final temperature at which oils can 
flow. It is an important test especially in terms of storage and working 
environment temperature.

FLAMING POINT (ASTM D 92):
It is the test that determines the flaming and burning temperature 
values of oils. These values are important for operational safety.

TOTAL BASE NUMBER (ASTM D 2896):
It is the test method where the basic component quantity in the 
structure of oil is determined. The acids formed by fuels are neutralized 
by basic components contained in engine oils. Therefore it is an 
important parameter.

COLD-CRANKING SIMULATOR (ASTM D 5293):
It is a test method where the apparent viscosity of engine oils at low 
temperatures is determined. It is important in terms of showing the 
cold performance of engine oils.

BORDERLINE PUMPING TEMPERATURE 
(ASTM D  3829, ASTM D 4684):
It is the test that determines the lowest temperature value in which the 
engine oils can be pumped sufficiently and continuously.

EVAPORATION LOSS (ASTM D 5800):
It is the test that determines the % of evaporation loss value of engine 
oils.
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WHAT BY THE LUBEX ENGINE OIL STANDARDS WERE DETERMINED?
As it is known, despite of various industry standards and approvals are determinant in the performance 
classification	of	engine	oils,	the	most	basic	ones,	API	(American	Petroleum	Institute,	ACEA	(European	
Vehicle	Manufacturers	Association)	and	OEM	(Original	Equipment	Manufacturers),	are	technical	
specifications. We decided to move the existing specifications of our new generation Lubex engine oils 
to	API:	SN	and	API:	SN	+levels	by	following	these	standards	closely	that	are	renewed	in	parallel	with	the	
developing motor technology. Along the same line, we have also included our products, which meet and 
exceed C3 and C4 service classes contained in ACEA specifications, to our renewed broad engine oil 
portfolio. 

Besides	API	and	ACEA	standards,	Lubex	Engine	Oils	are	approved	by	leading	vehicle	manufacturers	also	for	
OEM specifications, including different requirements and features and you can see these specifications on 
our product packaging. We bring new generation Lubex engine oils into your use in line with the concept of 
“Right	Oil	to	Every	Vehicle”	by	following	technological	developments	closely.

WHY IS THE ENGINE OIL CHOICE SO IMPORTANT?
Engine oil is just like the blood circulating in the veins for your vehicle’s engine. Therefore, wrong engine 
oil choice may cause some undesirable problems such as wear, corrosion and sediment formation. With 
proper Lubex Engine Oil that you will choose for your vehicle, you can prevent such problems that may 
occur in your engine as well as Lubex helps low fuel consumption with friction reduction feature in tight 
engine tolerances. 

HOW OFTEN OR IN HOW MANY MILES SHOULD I CHANGE MY OIL?
You should change your engine oil and oil filter within the change intervals that have been specified 
by the vehicle manufacturers. These intervals are determined by vehicle manufacturers and not by oil 
producers and indicated by mileage or duration. Engine oil manufacturers produce engine oils that 
comply with these change intervals and oversupply the requirements of vehicle manufacturers and this 
helps to get maximum performance from the engine.

ENGINE OILS ARE WIDE-RANGING AND HOW DO I KNOW THAT I WILL CHOOSE WHICH ONE?
Automobile manufacturers have specified the properties of the oil required to be used in manuals in 
detail.	However,	you	can	always	change	to	another	engine	oil,	having	better	properties	and	get	even	more	
performance from your engine. Choosing the right engine oil fro your vehicle and you depends on the 
following	issues:
•	Automobile	Type	–	a	high	performance	automobile	needs	higher	performance	oil.
•	Automobile	Age	–	expectations	from	new	generation	engines	are	very	high:	fuel	efficiency,	
 environmental awareness and high protection. New generation oils have been developed to 
 keep up with expectations. 
•	Your	driving	conditions	–	intense	stop-and-go	traffic	requires	higher	performance	oils	to	prevent	
 engine wear.
•	“Lubexplorer” that we developed for you, has been offering the most appropriate products for 
 you according to the brand and model of your vehicle.

CAN I MIX LUBEX WITH OTHER ENGINE OILS?
If it is compatible with other engine oil qualification you can add Lubex on the other engine oils, however 
if the other engine oil qualifications are different, you cause stress on your engine oil. Today the lighter 
and more modern engines have both been working with less oil in their crankcases and have also been 
putting much stress on engine oil due to shrinking motor tolerances. We don’t want to reduce excellent 
protection and lubrication performance of our new generation Lubex engine oils by different oils. More 
performance, cleaning and protection will come back to you as a driving pleasure at every change of 
Lubex oil.
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PERFORMANCE CLASSIFICATION OF ENGINE OILS
Automotive oils have been classified by various organizations and initials of these organizations’ names have 
been used in front of the test numbers applied to oils. These classes determine the performance of the oil.
The expansions of these abbreviations are as follows.

SAE:	 Society	of	Automotive	Engineers
API:	 American	Petroleum	Institute
ILSAC:	International	Lubricant	Standardization	 
 & Approval Committee

ACEA:	 Association	of	European	Automotive	
 Manufacturers
MIL:	 US	Military	Oil	Specifications
JASO:	 Japan	Automobile	Standards	Organization

The	most	common	classifications	are	API,	ACEA	and	ILSAC	classifications.	In	order	to	understand	the	
performance	of	oil,	API	and	ACEA	values	in	the	packaging	are	checked.

API QUALITY CLASSIFICATION
One	of	the	most	valid	criteria	in	quality	classification	of	engine	oils	is	the	API.	Classification	is	made	
with	two	letters.	The	first	letter	indicates	which	oil	is	appropriate	for	gasoline-powered	engines	(S)	and	
diesel (C) engines; while the second letter shows the performance value of the oil in the same group. For 
example;	API	SN	/	CF.	The	letter	“S”	shows	to	be	used	in	spark	plug	ignition	vehicles	(spark	ignition)	and	
the	letter	“C”	shows	to	be	used	on	compressed	ignition	vehicles.	Performance	classification	is	made,	
being the lowest A in both groups, between A-N for gasoline-powered engines and A-K for diesel engines 
(Such	as	SA,	SB,	........	SM,	SN).	As	the	letters,	coming	after	the	letters	S	and	C,	proceed	in	alphabetical	
order,	the	quality	of	engine	oil	increases.	If	you	see	an	ignition	signal	indicating	“API	SN	/	CF”	on	your	
crankcase, this means that oil can be used in all gasoline-powered and diesel engines.

ACEA QUALITY CLASSIFICATION
European Automobile Manufacturers Association ACEA (Association des Constructeurs Europens 
d'automobile), was put into practice a new engine oil quality classification that supersedes the 
classification of the former CCMC partnership in 1996. According to this classification, gasoline-powered 
engine oils have been indicated by the letter A, light diesel engine oils by the letter B and heavy-duty 
engine oils by the letter E. The quality classification has been rearranged in November 2004. According 
to this, the classification of gasoline-powered engine oils and light duty diesel engine oils were combined 
and	has	been	indicated	by	the	letter	A/B;	while	special	filter	equipped	gasoline-	powered	engine	oils	and	
light diesel engine oils have been indicated by the letter C and heavy-duty engine oils by the letter E.

CLASSIFICATION OF ILSAC QUALITY AND FUEL ECONOMICS FOR GASOLINE-POWERED ENGINE OILS
The	organization	named,	ILSAC	(International	Lubricants	Standardization	and	Approval	Committee),	has	
been	formed	by	AAMA	(American	Automobile	Manufacturers	Association)	and	JAMA	(Japan	Automobile	
Manufacturers Association) for the purpose of determining a new quality classification at gasoline-
powered engine oils, including fuel economy and GF-1, GF-2, GF-3, GF-4 quality classes have been put it 
into practice starting from 1994.

SAE VISCOSITY 
CLASSIFICATION

MAX. VISCOSITY 
AT …°C

MAX. PUMPABILITY 
TEMPERATURE (FOR 60000 cP)

VISCOSITY 
AT 100°C

WINTER SUMMER °C cP °C MİN. MAX.
0W – –35 6200 –40 3.8 –
5W – –30 6600 –35 3.8 –
10W – –25 7000 –30 4.1 –
15W – –20 7000 –25 5.6 –
20W – –15 9500 –20 5.6 –
25W – –10 13000 –15 9.3 –
– 20 – – – 5.6 9.3
– 30 – – – 9.3 12.5
– 40 – – – 12.5 16.3
– 50 – – – 16.3 21.9
– 60 – – – 21.9 26.1

ENGINE OILS SAEJ300 CLASSIFICATION
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PASSENGER AND LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE 
ENGINE OILS

PRIMUS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A	high	performance	fully	synthetic	engine	oil	with	a	low-SAPS	formula,	ideal	for	use	in	
new	generation	vehicles	with	low	emission	system	(DPF,	SCR).	Suitable	for	use	in	petrol,	
diesel passenger and light commercial vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A	high	performance	fully	synthetic	engine	oil	with	a	low-SAPS	formula,	ideal	for	use	in	
new	generation	vehicles	with	low	emission	system	(DPF,	SCR).	Suitable	for	use	in	petrol,	
diesel passenger and light commercial vehicles.

PERFORMANCE
API	SN;	ACEA	C2-16,	C3-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
BMW	LL-04;	Fiat	9.55535-DS1/GS1;	
GM	DEXOS	II;	MB	229.31,	MB-Approval	229.51;	
PSA	B71	2290

PACKAGE               

PERFORMANCE
API	SN;	ACEA	C2-16,	C3-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
BMW	LL-04;	Fiat	9.55535-S1;	GM	DEXOS	II;	
MB 229.31, MB-Approval 229.51, MB-Approval 
229.52;	PSA	B71	2290

PACKAGE               

LUBEX PRIMUS MV-LA 0W-30

LUBEX PRIMUS MV-LA 5W-30

Up to 1.7% fuel saving due to low 
friction and oxidation performance.

Up to 1.7% fuel saving due to low 
friction and oxidation performance.

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

Extended life of exhaust systems 
(DPF/GPF/TWC)	and	environment	
protection due to low ash, 
phosphorus and sulfur structure.

Extended life of exhaust systems 
(DPF/GPF/TWC)	and	environment	
protection due to low ash, 
phosphorus and sulfur structure.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance, fully synthetic engine oil developed to provide fuel economy and 
long	life,	especially	for	the	new	generation	of	Japanese	and	Korean	petrol	engines	in			
the	ILSAC	gf-5	and	API	SN	standards.

PERFORMANCE
API	SN;	ILSAC	GF-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
GM	DEXOS	I	GEN	2

PACKAGE

Provides	a	superior	cleaning	
power and protects against 
sludge and soot formation. 

Minimum wear at engine start-up, 
even in low temperatures, as well 
as excellent flow performance.

Outstanding technology 
improving engine performance 
and fuel economy by reducing 
friction at all temperatures.

LUBEX PRIMUS SJA 0W-20

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A fully synthetic engine oil formulated specifically for use in hybrid vehicles, to provide 
outstanding performance in start-stop engines and improved fuel economy.

PERFORMANCE
API	SN	PLUS;	SN

PACKAGE
               

LUBEX PRIMUS HYBRID 0W-16

Suitable	for	all	types	
of hybrid engine.

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Fuel economy due to low 
viscosity. 4L 205L

4L 205L

4L 205L

205L

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

1L

1L

1L

5L
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PRIMUS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance, fully synthetic engine oil with a unique formula optimised for use in 
Motor sports and for long-haul or high-speed vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance fully synthetic engine oil designed for use in gasoline, diesel 
passenger and light commercial vehicles, produced using specially selected synthetic 
base oils and additives technology.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance fully synthetic engine oil designed for use in gasoline, diesel 
passenger and light commercial vehicles, produced using specially selected synthetic 
base oils and additives technology.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance fully synthetic engine oil designed for use in gasoline, diesel 
passenger and light commercial vehicles, produced using specially selected synthetic 
base oils and additives technology.

PERFORMANCE
API	SN/CF;	ACEA	A3/B4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
BMW LL-98; GM LL-B-025; MB 229.3; 
Renault RN0700, RN0710; 
VW	502.00/505.00

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SL*/CF;	ACEA	A3/B4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
BMW LL-98; GM LL-B-025; MB 229.3; 
Renault	RN0700,	RN0710;	VW	502.00/505.00

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SN/CF;	ACEA	A3/B4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
BMW LL-98; FIAT 9.55535-M2; 
GM	LL-B-025;	MB	229.3;	PORSCHE	A-40;	
Renault	RN0700;	VW	502.00/505.00

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SL*/CF;	ACEA	A3/B4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
BMW LL-98; GM LL-B-025; Renault RN0700, 
RN0710; MB-Approval 229.3, MB-Approval 
229.5;	VW	502.00/505.00

PACKAGE                                        

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

LUBEX PRIMUS MV 10W-60

LUBEX PRIMUS MV 0W-30

LUBEX PRIMUS MV 0W-40

LUBEX PRIMUS MV 5W-30

Excellent lubrication 
performance especially at 
high temperatures.

Special	formula	for	high-speed	
driving conditions such as Motor 
sports.

Outstanding oil film thickness to 
protect high mileage engines.150000

Suitable	for	many	vehicle	models,	
particularly the new generation of 
engines developed by European 
engine manufacturers.

Suitable	for	many	vehicle	models,	
particularly the new generation of 
engines developed by European 
engine manufacturers.

Suitable	for	many	vehicle	
models, particularly the 
new generation of engines 
developed by European engine 
manufacturers.

Excellent cleaning power providing 
engine protection against sludge 
and soot formation.

Excellent cleaning power providing 
engine protection against sludge 
and soot formation.

Excellent cleaning power providing 
engine protection against sludge 
and soot formation.

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

4L

4L

4L

205L

205L

205L

*API	SN	Engine	Test	Requirement

1L

1L

5L

5L

205L
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PASSENGER AND LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
 ENGINE OILS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance fully synthetic engine oil designed for use in gasoline, diesel 
passenger and light commercial vehicles, produced using specially selected synthetic 
base oils and additives technology.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance, fully synthetic engine oil developed to provide good fuel economy 
and	long	life	for	engines	of	the	new	generation	of	Volkswagen	Group	(VW,	Porsche,	Audi,	
Skoda,	Seat)	requiring	the	specification	of	the	VW	508.00	/	509.00	and	the	0W-20	
viscosity class.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A	high	performance	synthetic	engine	oil	with	a	low-SAPS	formula	for	use	in	Volkswagen	
Group	vehicles	(VW,	Porsche,	Audi,	Skoda,	Seat)	with	a	low	emission	system	(DPF,	GPF,	
TWC).	Suitable	for	use	in	petrol,	diesel	passenger	and	light	commercial	vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A	high	performance	fully	synthetic	engine	oil	with	a	low-SAPS	formula,	for	use	in	
Volkswagen	Group	vehicles	(VW,	Porsche,	Audi,	Skoda,	Seat)	with	a	low	emission	
system	(DPF,	GPF,	TWC).	Suitable	for	use	in	petrol,	diesel	passenger	and	light	
commercial vehicles.

PERFORMANCE
API	SN/CF;	ACEA	A3/B4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
BMW LL-98; Fiat 9.55535-M2; GM LL-B-025; 
PORSCHE	A40;		Renault	RN	0700,	RN	0710;	
MB-Approval 229.3, MB-Approval 229.5; 
VW	502.00/505.00

PACKAGE

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
PORSCHE	C-20;	VW	508.00/509.00

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SN;	ACEA	C3-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
PORSCHE	C-30;	VW	504.00/507.00

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SN;	ACEA	C3-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MB	229.51;	PORSCHE	C-30;	VW	504.00/507.00	

PACKAGE                                

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

LUBEX PRIMUS MV 5W-40

LUBEX PRIMUS VW-LA 0W-20

LUBEX PRIMUS VW-LA 0W-30

LUBEX PRIMUS VW-LA 5W-30

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Suitable	for	many	vehicle	models,	
particularly the new generation of 
engines developed by European 
engine manufacturers. 

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Up to 1.7% fuel saving due 
to low friction and oxidation 
performance.

Up to 1.7% fuel saving due 
to low friction and oxidation 
performance.

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

Up to 4% fuel saving due 
to low friction and oxidation 
performance.

Excellent protection against 
wear and corrosion.

Outstanding protection for 
the	new	generation	VW	Group	
engines, with high capacity 
and tight tolerances.

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF	/	GPF	
/	TWC)	and	environmental	
protection due to its low ash, 
phosphorus and sulphur structure.

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF	/	GPF	
/	TWC)	and	environmental	
protection due to its low ash, 
phosphorus and sulphur structure.

1L

1L

4L 205L

4L 5L 205L

5L

5L

205L

205L

3.2L
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PRIMUS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A	high	performance	fully	synthetic	engine	oil	with	a	low-SAPS	formula,	ideal	for	use	in	new	
Mercedes	vehicles	with	low	emission	system	(DPF,	SCR).	Suitable	for	use	in	petrol,	diesel	
passenger and light commercial vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A	high	performance	fully	synthetic	engine	oil	with	a	low-SAPS	formula,	ideal	for	use	in	new	
Mercedes	vehicles	with	low	emission	system	(DPF,	SCR).	Suitable	for	use	in	petrol,	diesel	
passenger and light commercial vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A	high	performance	fully	synthetic	engine	oil	with	low-SAPS	technology	developed	
especially	for	petrol	and	diesel	passenger	cars	and	light	commercial	PSA	Group	vehicles	
with	a	diesel	particulate	filter	(DPF).

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A fully synthetic engine oil developed specifically for use in Renault vehicles with a 
diesel	particulate	filter	(DPF)	and	approved	by	Renault.

PERFORMANCE
API	SN;	ACEA	C2-16,	C3-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
GM	DEXOS	II;	MB-Approval	229.31,	MB	229.51,	
MB-Approval 229.52

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SN;	ACEA	C3-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
GM	DEXOS	II;	MB-Approval	229.31,	MB	229.51

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SN;	ACEA	C2-16,	C3-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
PSA	B71	2290;	Fiat	9.55535-S1

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
ACEA C4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Renault RN0720

PACKAGE

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

LUBEX PRIMUS MB-LA 5W-30

LUBEX PRIMUS MB-LA 5W-40

LUBEX PRIMUS PG-LA 5W-30

LUBEX PRIMUS RN-LA 5W-30

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF	/	GPF	
/	TWC)	and	environmental	
protection due to its low ash, 
phosphorus and sulphur structure.

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF	/	GPF	
/	TWC)	and	environmental	
protection due to its low ash, 
phosphorus and sulphur structure.

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF	/	GPF	
/	TWC)	and	environmental	
protection due to its low ash, 
phosphorus and sulphur structure.

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF	/	GPF	
/	TWC)	and	environmental	
protection due to its low ash, 
phosphorus and sulphur structure.

Excellent protection against wear 
and corrosion.

Up to 1.7% fuel saving due 
to low friction and oxidation 
performance.

Up to 1.7% fuel saving due 
to low friction and oxidation 
performance.

Excellent protection against wear 
and corrosion.

Excellent cleaning power providing 
engine protection against sludge 
and soot formation.

Excellent cleaning power providing 
engine protection against sludge 
and soot formation.

Excellent cleaning power providing 
engine protection against sludge 
and soot formation.

Excellent cleaning power providing 
engine protection against sludge 
and soot formation.

Up to 1.7% fuel saving due 
to low friction and oxidation 
performance.

1L

1L

4L

4L

5L 205L

205L

4L 5L 205L

1L 5L 205L

3.2L
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PASSENGER AND LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
 ENGINE OILS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A fully synthetic engine oil that provides outstanding protection and lubrication 
in extreme driving conditions and high operating temperatures, allowing optimal 
performance for all Renault Group vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A fully synthetic engine oil that provides outstanding protection and lubrication 
in extreme driving conditions and high operating temperatures, allowing optimal 
performance for all Renault Group vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A fully synthetic engine oil that helps especially Ford vehicles to be kept at optimal 
performance in extreme driving conditions.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A fully synthetic engine oil that is compatible with the exhaust emission systems 
of petrol, diesel passenger and light commercial vehicles and in particular those 
with	a	diesel	particulate	filter	(DPF)	that	meet	the	Euro	4	and	5	emission	standard	
requirements.

PERFORMANCE
API	SL*/CF;	ACEA	A3/B4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Renault RN0700, RN 0710

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SN;	ACEA	A3/B4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Fiat 9.55535-M2; Renault RN0700,
RN 0710 

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
ACEA	A5/B5-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
FORD	WSS-M2C913-A,B,C,D

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SN;	ACEA	C3-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Fiat	9.55535-S3

PACKAGE

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

LUBEX PRIMUS RN 5W-30

LUBEX PRIMUS RN 5W-40

LUBEX PRIMUS FM 5W-30

LUBEX PRIMUS C3-LA 5W-30 

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Fuel economy due to its low 
friction performance.

Extended oil life due to high 
oxidation resistance.

Fuel economy due to its low 
friction performance.

Excellent protection against wear 
and corrosion.

Extended oil life due to high 
oxidation resistance.

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

Superior	protection	with	excellent	
flow performance in start-stop 
engines.

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

4L 205L

4L 205L

1L

1L

4L

4L

5L

5L

7L 205L

205L

3.2L

*API	SN	Engine	Test	Requirement

10,5L
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PRIMUS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A fully synthetic engine oil that is compatible with the exhaust emission systems of petrol, 
diesel passenger and light commercial vehicles and in particular those with a diesel 
particulate	filter	(DPF)	that	meet	the	Euro	4	and	5	emission	standard	requirements.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A fully synthetic engine oil produced with specially selected synthetic base oils and additive   
technology,	to	meet	the	highest	level	of	performance,	the	API:SN	classification,	as	specified	
by	the	American	Petroleum	Institute	(API)	for	gasoline	engines.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A fully synthetic engine oil produced with specially selected synthetic base oils and additive   
technology,	to	meet	the	highest	level	of	performance,	the	API:SN	classification,	as	specified	
by	the	American	Petroleum	Institute	(API)	for	gasoline	engines.

PERFORMANCE
API	SN;	ACEA	C3-16

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SN

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SN

PACKAGE

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

LUBEX PRIMUS C3-LA 5W-40

LUBEX PRIMUS EC 0W-40

LUBEX PRIMUS EC 0W-30

4L

4L

4L

205L

205L

205L

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Excellent protection against wear 
and corrosion.

Extended oil life due to high 
oxidation resistance.

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Extended oil life due to high 
oxidation resistance. 

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Extended oil life due to high 
oxidation resistance. 

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

1L

1L

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A fully synthetic engine oil produced with specially selected synthetic base oils and 
additive	technology,	to	meet	the	highest	level	of	performance,	the	API:SN	classification,			
as	specified	by	the	American	Petroleum	Institute	(API)	for	gasoline	engines.	Suitable	for	
LPG	vehicles	as	well.

PERFORMANCE
API	SN

PACKAGE

FULL SYNTHETICLUBEX PRIMUS EC 5W-30

1L 4L 205L
Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Extended oil life due to high 
oxidation resistance. 

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.
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PASSENGER AND LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
 ENGINE OILS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A fully synthetic engine oil produced with specially selected synthetic base oils and 
additive	technology,	to	meet	the	highest	level	of	performance,	the	API:SN	classification,			
as	specified	by	the	American	Petroleum	Institute	(API)	for	gasoline	engines.	Suitable	for	
LPG	vehicles	as	well.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance synthetic technology engine oil that provides outstanding protection 
in	gasoline,	LPG,	diesel	and	light	commercial	vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance synthetic technology engine oil that provides outstanding protection 
and	cleanliness,	even	in	extreme	driving	conditions.	Suitable	for	use	in	petrol,	diesel	
passenger and light commercial vehicles.

PERFORMANCE
API	SN

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SL/CF

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SL/CF

PACKAGE

FULL SYNTHETIC

SYNTHETIC

SYNTHETIC

LUBEX PRIMUS EC 5W-40

LUBEX PRIMUS EC 10W-30

LUBEX PRIMUS EC 10W-40

Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

A long lasting oil film providing 
outstanding performance 
in all traffic conditions and 
temperatures.

Special	additives	to	prevent	ash	
and sludge accumulation in the 
engine.

Continuous and complete cleaning 
allows optimal performance and 
long life of essential engine parts 
with.

Low oil consumption due to 
viscosity control.

Thorough protection against rust 
and wear in the engine.

Thorough protection against rust 
and wear in the engine.

1L 4L 205L
Minimum wear at engine start-
up, even in low temperatures, 
as well as excellent flow 
performance.

Extended oil life due to high 
oxidation resistance. 

Excellent cleaning power 
providing engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

1L

4L

4L3L

205L

205L

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A	synthetictechnology	engine	oil	that	provides	outstanding	protection	in	gasoline,	LPG	and	
passenger diesel and light commercial vehicles.

PERFORMANCE
API	SN/CF;	ACEA	A3/B4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Fiat 9.55535-G2; MB 229.1; MB 229.3;  
Renault	RN	0700,	RN	0710;	VW	501.01/505.00

PACKAGE

SYNTHETIC LUBEX PRIMUS MV 10W-40

4L 205L

Full protection against wear in 
the engine especially in stop-
and-go conditions.

Excellent protection against wear 
and corrosion.

Special	additives	to	prevent	
ash and sludge accumulation 
in the engine.

1L
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PRIMUS
PASSENGER AND LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE

 ENGINE OILS

PRODUCT DEFINITION - LUBEX PRIMUS EC 15W40
Developed to provide outstanding protection and lubrication and suitable for use in 
Petrol,	LPG,	passenger	diesel	and	light	commercial	vehicles.

PERFORMANCE
API	SL/CF

PACKAGE

MINERALLUBEX PRIMUS EC 15W-40

A long lasting oil film providing 
outstanding performance 
in all traffic conditions and 
temperatures.

Low oil consumption due to 
viscosity control.

Thorough protection against rust 
and wear in the engine.

1L 4L3L 205L

PRODUCT DEFINITION - LUBEX PRIMUS EC 20W50
An engine oil formulated with high quality mineral base oils and advanced additive 
technology.	Especially	suitable	for	high	mileage	gasoline,	LPG,	diesel	passenger	and	
light commercial vehicles.

PERFORMANCE
API	SL/CF

PACKAGE

MINERALLUBEX PRIMUS EC 20W-50 

A long lasting oil film providing 
outstanding performance 
in all traffic conditions and 
temperatures.

Low oil consumption due to 
viscosity control.

Thorough protection against rust 
and wear in the engine.

1L 4L3L 205L

PRIMUS
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PASSENGER AND LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
 ENGINE OILS

Passenger & Light 
Commercial Vehicle 

Engine Oils
Heavy Duty Diesel

Engine Oils

Motorcycle 
Engine Oils

Hydraulic Oils
Transmission and 

Gear Oils

Agriculture 
Engine and 
Equipment 

Oils

Ancillary Automotive 
Lubricants

17
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ROBUS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance, completely synthetic, heavy duty diesel engine oil formulated 
specifically	for	use	in	new	generation,	low	emission	Euro	VI	vehicles.	Developed	with	
Low	SAPS	additive	technology	and	offering	outstanding	engine	protection	and	fuel	
economy.	Also	suitable	for	use	in	Euro	V,	Euro	IV,	Euro	III,	Euro	II	and	Euro	I	vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A	high	performance,	synthetic,	heavy	duty	diesel	engine	oil	developed	with	Low	SAPS	
additive technology and formulated specifically for use in new generation, low emission 
Euro	VI		vehicles.	Offers	engine	protection	and	therefore	savings	in	maintenance	costs	
by	prolonging	preventative	maintenance	services.	Also	suitable	for	use	in	Euro	V,	Euro	IV,	
Euro III, Euro II and Euro I vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance, synthetic, heavy duty diesel engine oil formulated specifically 
to provide outstanding protection against wear and clean engines. Compatible with 
exhaust	emission	systems	(DPF,	EGR,	SCR)	and	features	Low-SAPS	technology.	Suitable	
for	use	in	Euro	IV,	Euro	V	and	Euro	VI	vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance, synthetic, heavy duty diesel engine oil compatible with exhaust 
emission	systems		(DPF,	EGR,	SCR)	due	to	its	specially	developed	formula	and	Low-
SAPS	technology	to	allow	a	good	fuel	economy.

PERFORMANCE
API	CK-4,	CJ-4;	ACEA	E9-16,	E7-16,	E6-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CAT	ECF-3;	CES	20081-86;	DDC	93K222;	
DEUTZ	DQC	IV-10	LA;	JASO	DH-2;	MTU	TYPE	
3.1;	MACK	EOS-4.5;	MAN	M	3677;	MB-Approval	
228.31, MB-Approval 228.51; Renault RLD-
4,RLD-3;	Volvo	VDS-4,5

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CK-4,	CJ-4	;	ACEA	E9-16,	E7-16,	E6-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CAT	ECF-3;	CES	20086;	DDC	93K222;	DEUTZ	
DQC	IV-10	LA;	FORD	WSS-M2C171-F1;	MTU	
TYPE	3.1;	MACK	EOS-4.5;	MAN	M	3575;	MB-
Approval	228.31;	Renault	RLD-4,	RLD-3;	Volvo	
VDS-4,5

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CI-4;	ACEA	E9-16,	E7-16,	E6-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CES	20077-76;	DEUTZ	DQC	IV-10	LA;	MTU	
TYPE	3.1;	MACK	EO-N;	MAN	M	3477,	MAN	M	
3271-1; MB-Approval 228.51; Renault RLD-2; 
Volvo	VDS-3

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CI-4;	ACEA	E9-16,	E7-16,	E6-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CES	20077-76;	DEUTZ	DQC	IV-10	LA;	MTU	
TYPE	3.1;	MACK	EO-N;	MAN	M	3477,	MAN	M	
3271-1; MB-Approval 228.51; Renault RLD-2; 
Volvo	VDS-3

PACKAGE

FULL SYNTHETIC

SYNTHETIC

SYNTHETIC

SYNTHETIC

LUBEX ROBUS GLOBAL LA 5W-30

LUBEX ROBUS GLOBAL LA 10W-40

LUBEX ROBUS MASTER LA 10W-40

LUBEX ROBUS MASTER LA 10W-30

The optimum solution for fleets 
with mixed vehicle parks and major 
OEM approvals.

Outstanding cleaning performance 
for essential engine parts, to 
prolong the life of engines.

Superior	protection	against	
wear and corrosion

Protects	the	engine	against	wear	
during the first start up, even at 
low temperatures.

Outstanding engine cleaning 
and superior protection.

Outstanding engine cleaning 
and superior protection.

20L

20L

20L

20L

205L

205L

205L

205L

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF,	EGR,	
SCR)	due	to	its	low	ash,	
phosphorus and sulphur 
structure	(Low-SAPS).

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF,	EGR,	
SCR)	due	to	its	low	ash,	
phosphorus and sulphur 
structure	(Low-SAPS).

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF,	EGR,	
SCR)	due	to	its	low	ash,	
phosphorus and sulphur 
structure	(Low-SAPS).

Prolongs	the	need	for	preventative	
maintenance services, allowing 
savings in maintenance costs.

Prolongs	the	need	for	preventative	
maintenance services, allowing 
savings in maintenance costs.

Fuel saving due to its low friction 
and oxidation stability.

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF,	EGR,	
SCR)	due	to	its	low	ash,	
phosphorus and sulphur 
structure	(Low-SAPS).

Advanced low friction technology 
to increase fuel economy.

7L
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HEAVY DUTY DIESEL ENGINE OILS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
An outstanding, completely synthetic, heavy duty diesel engine oil that offers improved fuel 
economy due to its low viscosity and therefore savings in maintenance costs.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance, synthetic, heavy duty diesel engine oil suitable for extreme 
temperatures and driving conditions, thanks to its specially developed formulation. It 
provides outstanding protection against engine wear, by reducing due to sludge and 
soot formation.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance, completely synthetic, heavy duty diesel engine oil that provides 
outstanding protection against wear and deposit formation and improves fuel economy. 
Especially	suitable	for	use	in	Scania	Euro	VI	vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance, synthetic engine oil produced with specially chosen synthetic base 
oils and additive technology, suitable for use in fleets with wide vehicle parks, with 
major	OEM	approvals	and	specifications.	Euro	VI,	Euro	V,	Euro	IV,	Euro	III,	Euro	II	and	
Euro I vehicles.

PERFORMANCE
API	CI-4;	ACEA	E7-16,	E4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CES	20078-77;	DEUTZ	DQC	III-10;	MTU	TYPE	3;	
MACK	EO-N,	EO-M	Plus;	MAN	M	3277;	
MB-Approval 228.5; Renault RXD, RLD-2; 
Volvo	VDS-3	

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CI-4;	ACEA	E7-16,	E4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CES	20078-77;	DAF	EXTENDED	DRAIN;	DEUTZ	
DQC	III-10;	GLOBAL(JAMA)	DHD-1;	JASO	DH-1;	
MTU	TYPE	3;	MACK	EO-N;	MAN	M	3277;	
MB-228.5;	Renault	RXD,	RLD-2;	Scania	LDF-3;	
Volvo	VDS-3	

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CI-4;	ACEA	E7-16,	E4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CES	20078-77;	DEUTZ	DQC	III-10;	GLOBAL	
(JAMA)	DHD-1;	JASO	DH-1;	MTU	TYPE	3;	
MACK EO-N; MAN M 3277; MB-Approval 228.5; 
Renault	RXD,	RLD-2;	Volvo	VDS-3

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CJ-4,	SN;	ACEA	E9-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CAT	ECF-3;	CES	20081;	DETROIT	DDC	93K218;	
DEUTZ	DQC	III-10	LA;	FORD	WSS-M2C171-F1;	
GLOBAL(JAMA)	DHD-1;	JASO	DH-2;	MTU	TYPE	
2.1;	MACK	EO-O	Premium	Plus;	MAN	M	3575;	
MB-Approval	228.31;	Renault	RLD-3;	Volvo	
VDS-4

PACKAGE

FULL SYNTHETIC

SYNTHETIC

LUBEX ROBUS MASTER 5W-30

LUBEX ROBUS MASTER 10W-40 

LUBEX ROBUS MASTER SCN 10W-40

LUBEX ROBUS PRO LA 10W-30

SYNTHETIC

 FULL SYNTHETIC

Lower fuel consumption due to 
improved viscosity stability and 
low viscosity properties.

Superior	protection	against	wear	
and corrosion.

Savings	in	maintenance	costs	
by prolonging the need for 
preventative maintenance 
services.

Superior	cleaning	performance	
provides engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF,	EGR,	
SCR)	due	to	its	low	ash,	
phosphorus and sulphur 
structure	(Low-SAPS).

Superior	cleaning	performance	
provides engine protection against 
sludge and soot formation.

Lower fuel consumption due 
to low viscosity feature and 
improved viscosity stability.

Superior	protection	against	wear	
and corrosion.

Fuel economy due to its 
low viscosity properties and 
improved viscosity stability.

Savings	in	maintenance	costs	
by prolonging the need for 
preventative maintenance 
services.

Protects	the	engine	against	wear	
during first start up, even at the 
lowest temperatures, due to 
improved viscosity stability.

Lower fuel consumption due to 
improved viscosity stability and 
low viscosity properties.

Superior	cleaning	performance	
provides engine protection 
against sludge and soot 
formation.

20L

20L

20L

20L

205L

205L

205L

205L

Savings	in	maintenance	costs	
by prolonging the need for 
preventative maintenance 
services.

Superior	protection	against	wear	
and corrosion.
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ROBUS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance, synthetic engine oil produced with specially chosen synthetic base 
oils and additive technology, suitable for use in fleets with wide vehicle parks, with 
major	OEM	approvals	and	specifications.	Euro	VI,	Euro	V,	Euro	IV,	Euro	III,	Euro	II	and	
Euro I vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A high performance, synthetic engine oil produced with specially chosen synthetic base 
oils and additive technology, suitable for use in fleets with wide vehicle parks, with 
major	OEM	approvals	and	specifications.	Euro	VI,	Euro	V,	Euro	IV,	Euro	III,	Euro	II	and	
Euro I vehicles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A multi-purpose, high performance, synthetic, heavy duty oil that can be used in 
turbocharged trucks, buses, lorries, heavy machinery and generators, thanks to its 
improved formula.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A multi-purpose, high performance, synthetic, heavy duty oil that can be used in 
turbocharged trucks, buses, lorries, heavy machinery and generators, thanks to its 
improved formula.

PERFORMANCE
API	CJ-4,	SN;	ACEA	E9-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CAT	ECF-3;	CES	20081;	DETROIT	DDC	93K218;	
DEUTZ	DQC	III-10	LA;	FORD	WSS-M2C171-F1,	
GLOBAL(JAMA)	DHD-1;	JASO	DH-2;	MTU	TYPE	
2.1;	MACK	EO-O	Premium	Plus;	MAN	M	3575;	
MB-Approval	228.31;	Renault	RLD-3;	Volvo	VDS-4

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CJ-4,	SN;	ACEA	E9-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CAT	ECF-3;	CES	20081;	DETROIT	DDC	93K218;	
DEUTZ	DQC	III-10	LA;	FORD	WSS-M2C171-F1,	
GLOBAL(JAMA)	DHD-1;	JASO	DH-2;	MTU	TYPE	
2.1;	MACK	EO-O	Premium	Plus;	MAN	M	3575;	
MB-Approval	228.31;	Renault	RLD-3;	Volvo	VDS-4

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CI-4,	CH-4,	SL;	ACEA	E7-16,	A3/B4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CAT	ECF-1A,	ECF-2;	CES	20077-78;	DETROIT	
DDC	93K215;	DEUTZ	DQC	III-10;	GLOBAL(JAMA)	
DHD-1;	MTU	TYPE	2;	MACK	EO-N,	EO-M	Plus;	
MAN M 3275-1; MB-Approval 228.3; Renault 
RLD-2;	Volvo	VDS-3

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CI-4,	CH-4,	SL;	ACEA	E7-16,	A3/B4-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CAT	ECF-1A,	ECF-2;	CES	20077-78;	DETROIT	
DDC	93K215;	DEUTZ	DQC	III-10;	GLOBAL(JAMA)	
DHD-1;	MTU	TYPE	2;	MACK	EO-N,	EO-M	Plus;	
MAN M 3275-1; MB-Approval 228.3; Renault 
RLD-2;	Volvo	VDS-3

PACKAGE

SYNTHETIC

SYNTHETIC

SYNTHETIC

MINERAL

LUBEX ROBUS PRO LA 10W-40

LUBEX ROBUS PRO LA 15W-40

LUBEX ROBUS PRO 10W-40

LUBEX ROBUS PRO 15W-40

An oil film able to resist 
extreme conditions in a range 
of working temperatures and 
driving conditions.

An oil film able to resist 
extreme conditions in a range 
of working temperatures and 
driving conditions.

Superior	cleaning	performance	
provides engine protection against 
sludge and soot formation.

Superior	cleaning	performance	
provides engine protection against 
sludge and soot formation.

Outstanding protection against 
wear and corrosion.

Outstanding protection against 
wear and corrosion.

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems		(DPF,	
EGR,	SCR)	due	to	its	low	
ash, phosphorus and sulphur 
structure	(Low-SAPS).

Enables a long life for exhaust 
emission	systems	(DPF,	EGR,	
SCR)	due	to	its	low	ash,	
phosphorus and sulphur 
structure	(Low-SAPS).

Superior	protection	against	wear	
and corrosion.

Superior	protection	against	wear	
and corrosion.

Superior	cleaning	performance	
provides engine protection against 
sludge and soot formation.

Superior	cleaning	performance	
provides engine protection against 
sludge and soot formation.20L

20L

20L

20L

205L

205L

205L

205L

16KG

16KG
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HEAVY DUTY DIESEL ENGINE OILS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A multi-purpose, heavy duty, diesel engine oil that can be used in trucks, buses, lorries, 
heavy machinery, agricultural machinery and generators, thanks to its high performance 
and resistance.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A heavy duty, diesel engine oil formulated with quality mineral base oils and a special 
additives technology that has a wide range of use in old model trucks, buses, lorries, heavy 
machinery, agricultural machinery and generators.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A heavy duty, diesel engine oil formulated with quality mineral base oils and a special 
additives technology that has a wide range of use in old model trucks, buses, lorries, heavy 
machinery, agricultural machinery and generators.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A heavy duty, diesel engine oil formulated with quality mineral base oils and a special 
additives technology that has a wide range of use in old model trucks, buses, lorries, heavy 
machinery, agricultural machinery and generators.

PERFORMANCE
API	CI-4,	CH-4,	SL;	ACEA	E7-16

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
CAT	ECF-1A;	CES	20077;	DEUTZ	DQC	II;		MTU	
TYPE	2;	MACK	EO-M	Plus;	MAN	M	3275-1;	
MB	228.3;	Renault	RLD-2;	Volvo	VDS-3	

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CF-4,	CF;	ACEA	E2-96,	A2-96/B2-98

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MAN M 271; MB 228.1

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CF-4,	CF

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MAN M 271; MB 228.1

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SC,	CC

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL L-2104 B 

PACKAGE

LUBEX ROBUS PRO EC 15W-40

LUBEX ROBUS TURBO 15W-40

LUBEX ROBUS TURBO 20W-50

LUBEX ROBUS KM 20W-50

20L

20L

20L

20L

205L

205L

205L

205L

An oil film able to resist 
extreme conditions in a range 
of working temperatures and 
driving conditions.

Thorough protection against 
corrosion and wear to the 
engine.

Thorough protection against 
corrosion and wear to the 
engine.

Thorough protection against 
corrosion and wear to the 
engine.

Superior	cleaning	performance	
provides engine protection against 
sludge and soot formation.

Advanced cleaning performance 
allows outstanding protection to 
essential engine parts.

Advanced cleaning performance 
allows outstanding protection to 
essential engine parts.

Advanced cleaning performance 
allows outstanding protection to 
essential engine parts.

Outstanding protection against 
wear and corrosion.

Special	additives	to	
prevent deposit and sludge 
accumulation in the engine.

Special	additives	to	
prevent deposit and sludge 
accumulation in the engine.

Special	additives	to	
prevent deposit and sludge 
accumulation in the engine.

MINERAL

MINERAL

MINERAL

MINERAL

16KG

16KG

16KG

16KG
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ROBUS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A single-grade engine oil formulated with quality mineral base oils and additives 
technology that is suitable for diesel engine used in light and medium working conditions.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A single-grade engine oil formulated with quality mineral base oils and additives 
technology that is suitable for diesel engine used in light and medium working conditions.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A single-grade engine oil formulated with quality mineral base oils and additives 
technology that is suitable for diesel engine used in light and medium working conditions.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A single-grade engine oil formulated with quality mineral base oils and additives 
technology that is suitable for diesel engine used in light and medium working conditions.

PERFORMANCE
API	SL,	SJ,	CF-4,	CF,	CG-4

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MAN	M	3275;	MB	228.3,	229.1;	MTU	TYPE	2;	
Volvo	VDS

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CF-4,	CF

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL L-2104 E

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	CF-4,	CF

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL L-2104 E

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE (M2)
API	SE,	CF,	CD

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL L-2104 D

PERFORMANCE (M1)
API	SC,	CC

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL L-2104 B

PACKAGE

LUBEX MONO M4 30, 40

LUBEX MONO M3 30 (20 TBN)

LUBEX MONO M3 10,30,40,50

LUBEX MONO M2 10,30,40,50
LUBEX MONO M1 40,50,60  

An efficient oil film resistant 
in light and medium conditions.

An efficient oil film resistant 
in light and medium conditions.

An efficient oil film resistant 
in light and medium conditions.

An efficient oil film resistant 
in light and medium conditions.

Prevention	of	deposit	and	sludge	
accumulation in the engine.

Prevention	of	deposit	and	sludge	
accumulation in the engine.

Prevention	of	deposit	and	sludge	
accumulation in the engine.

Prevention	of	deposit	and	sludge	
accumulation in the engine.

Thorough protection against 
corrosion and wear to the 
engine.

Thorough protection against 
corrosion and wear to the 
engine.

Thorough protection against 
corrosion and wear to the 
engine.

Thorough protection against 
corrosion and wear to the 
engine.

205L

205L

205L

205L

MINERAL

MINERAL

MINERAL

MINERAL

ROBUS
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HEAVY DUTY DIESEL ENGINE OILS

Passenger & Light 
Commercial Vehicle 

Engine Oils

Heavy Duty Diesel 
Engine Oils

Motorcycle 
Engine Oils

Hydraulic Oils
Transmission and 

Gear Oils

Agriculture 
Engine and 
Equipment 

Oils

Ancillary Automotive 
Lubricants
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RAPIDUS

Minimum vibration and noise 
due to excellent viscosity 
stability.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
High-tech	full	synthetic	motorcycle	oil,	formulated	to	provide	full	responsiveness	from	
the engine and superior protection for all 4-stroke modern motorcycles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
High-tech	full	synthetic	motorcycle	oil,	formulated	to	provide	full	responsiveness	from	
the engine and superior protection for all 4-stroke modern motorcycles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
High	performance	synthetic	technology	motorcycle	oil	which	improves	riding	comfort	by	
providing cleanliness and superior protection in the engine in difficult riding conditions. 
Suitable	for	all	4-stroke	standard	and	medium-sized	performance	motorcycles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Reliable performance engine oil, formulated with high quality base oils and superior 
additive technology that helps to prolong the engine life by superior protection and 
cleaning	feature.	Suitable	for	all	4-stroke	standard	and	scooter	motorcycles.

PERFORMANCE
API	SN/CF;	JASO	MA2

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SN/CF;	JASO	MA2

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SL/CF;	JASO	MA

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SL/CF;	JASO	MA

PACKAGE

LUBEX RAPIDUS FS 15W-50

LUBEX RAPIDUS FS 10W-40

LUBEX RAPIDUS S 10W-40

LUBEX RAPIDUS 15W-40

Minimum vibration and noise 
due to excellent viscosity 
stability.

Superior	protection	against	
rust and wear in the engine.

A long lasting oil film providing 
outstanding performance 
in all traffic conditions and 
temperatures.

Enhanced responsiveness and 
efficient power delivery in the 
engine by excellent lubrication 
performance, especially at high 
operating temperatures.

Enhanced responsiveness and 
efficient power delivery in the 
engine by excellent lubrication 
performance, especially at high 
operating temperatures.

Reduced engine noise and 
vibration with excellent cleansing 
power against sludge and soot 
formation.

Superior	protection	against	rust	
and wear in the engine.

Smoother	clutch	coupling	and	
gear change due to low friction 
and oxidation performance.

Smoother	clutch	coupling	and	
gear change due to low friction 
and oxidation performance.

Special	additives	to	prevent	ash	
and sludge accumulation in the 
engine. 

Low oil consumption due to 
viscosity control.

FULL SYNTHETIC

FULL SYNTHETIC

SYNTHETIC

MINERAL

1L

1L

1L

1L

205L

205L

205L

205L
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MOTORCYCLE ENGINE OILS

1L

1L

1L

1L

205L

205L

205L

205L

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Reliable performance engine oil, formulated with high quality base oils and superior additive 
technology that helps to prolong the engine life by superior protection and cleaning feature. 
Suitable	for	all	4-stroke	standard	and	scooter	motorcycles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Reliable performance engine oil, formulated with high quality base oils and superior additive 
technology that helps to prolong the engine life by superior protection and cleaning feature. 
Suitable	for	all	4-stroke	standard	and	scooter	motorcycles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Reliable performance engine oil, formulated with high quality base oils and superior additive 
technology that helps to prolong the engine life by superior protection and cleaning feature. 
Suitable	for	all	4-stroke	standard	and	scooter	motorcycles.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A self-mixing 2-stroke high quality motorcycle engine oil.

PERFORMANCE
API	SL/CF;	JASO	MA

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SL/CF;	JASO	MA

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	SL/CF;	JASO	MA

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	TC;	JASO	FC;	ISO	EGC&EGD;	TISI	1040

PACKAGE

LUBEX RAPIDUS 15W-50

LUBEX RAPIDUS 20W-40

LUBEX RAPIDUS 20W-50

LUBEX RAPIDUS 2T

A long lasting oil film providing 
outstanding performance 
in all traffic conditions and 
temperatures.

A long lasting oil film providing 
outstanding performance 
in all traffic conditions and 
temperatures.

A long lasting oil film providing 
outstanding performance 
in all traffic conditions and 
temperatures.

Thorough protection against 
rust and wear in the engine.

Superior	protection	against	rust	
and wear in the engine.

Superior	protection	against	rust	
and wear in the engine.

Superior	protection	against	rust	
and wear in the engine.

Less smoke.

Low oil consumption due to 
viscosity control.

Low oil consumption due to 
viscosity control.

Low oil consumption due to 
viscosity control.

Thorough protection against 
soot formation in the engine.

MINERAL

MINERAL

MINERAL

MINERAL
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MOTORCYCLE ENGINE OILS

RAPIDUS

26

Passenger & Light 
Commercial Vehicle 

Engine Oils

Heavy Duty Diesel 
Engine Oils

Motorcycle 
Engine Oils

Transmission and 
Gear Oils

Agriculture 
Engine and 
Equipment 

Oils

Ancillary Automotive 
Lubricants

Hydraulic Oils
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HYDRAULIC OILS

HYDROVIS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
LUBEX	HLP	Series	are	economic,	HLP	type	hydraulic	system,	gearbox	and	lubricating	oils	
which have been produced by blending high quality mineral oils with exclusive additives.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
They are hydraulic oils which are produced by blending highly refined base oils with 
viscosity index improver additives and latest technology additives.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
They are hydraulic oils which are produced by blending highly refined base oils with 
viscosity index improver additives and latest technology additives.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
They are hydraulic oils which are produced by blending highly refined base oils with 
viscosity index improver additives and latest technology additives.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
LUBEX	HLP	Series	are	economic,	HLP	type	hydraulic	system,	gearbox	and	lubricating	oils	
which have been produced by blending high quality mineral oils with exclusive additives.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
LUBEX	HLP	Series	are	economic,	HLP	type	hydraulic	system,	gearbox	and	lubricating	oils	
which have been produced by blending high quality mineral oils with exclusive additives.

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
DIN	51524	Part	II	(HLP);	ISO	11158	HM;	US	STEEL	
126/127,	AFNOR	N	FE	48603;	EATON	(VICKERS)	
I-286-S;	EATON	(VICKERS)	M-2950-S

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
DIN	51524	PART	III;	ISO	11158	HV;	PARKER	
(DENİSON)	HF-0,	HF-1,	HF-2;	EATON	(VICKERS)	
I-286-S;	EATON	(VICKERS)	M-2950-S;
CINCINNATI	MACHINE	P-68,	P-69,	P-70;	JCMAS	
P041;	CETOP	RP	91	H

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
DIN	51524	PART	III;	ISO	11158	HV;	PARKER	
(DENİSON)	HF-0,	HF-1,	HF-2;
EATON	(VICKERS)	I-286-S;	EATON	(VICKERS)	
M-2950-S;	CINCINNATI	MACHINE	P-68,	P-69,	
P-70;	JCMAS	P041;	CETOP	RP	91	H

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
DIN	51524	PART	III;	ISO	11158	HV;	PARKER	
(DENİSON)	HF-0,	HF-1,	HF-2;	
EATON	(VICKERS)	I-286-S;	EATON	(VICKERS)	
M-2950-S;	CINCINNATI	MACHINE	P-68,	P-69,	
P-70;	JCMAS	P041;	CETOP	RP	91	H

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
DIN	51524	Part	II	(HLP);	ISO	11158	HM;	US	STEEL	
126/127;	AFNOR	N	FE	48603;	EATON	(VICKERS)	
I-286-S;	EATON	(VICKERS)	M-2950-S

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
DIN	51524	Part	II	(HLP);	ISO	11158	HM;	US	STEEL	
126/127;	AFNOR	N	FE	48603;	EATON	(VICKERS)	
I-286-S;	EATON	(VICKERS)	M-2950-S

LUBEX HYDROVIS 32

LUBEX HYDROVIS SUPER 32

LUBEX HYDROVIS SUPER 46

LUBEX HYDROVIS SUPER 68

LUBEX HYDROVIS 46

LUBEX HYDROVIS 68

They are long-term oils which are resistant to oxidation due to the antioxidant additives 
they contain.

Provides	long-term	oil	and	equipment	performance	under	difficult	working	conditions.

Provides	long-term	oil	and	equipment	performance	under	difficult	working	conditions.

Provides	long-term	oil	and	equipment	performance	under	difficult	working	conditions.

They are long-term oils which are resistant to oxidation due to the antioxidant additives 
they contain.

They are long-term oils which are resistant to oxidation due to the antioxidant additives 
they contain.

Extends oil and filter change intervals and provides long-term oil and equipment life.

Do not cause oil pressure drop, minimize the oil leakage.

Do not cause oil pressure drop, minimize the oil leakage.

Do not cause oil pressure drop, minimize the oil leakage.

Extends oil and filter change intervals and provides long-term oil and equipment life.

Extends oil and filter change intervals and provides long-term oil and equipment life.

High	water	separability	characteristics	in	wet	working	conditions.

They display superior lubrication performance at low temperatures with their low pour point 
and high viscosity index values.

They display superior lubrication performance at low temperatures with their low pour point 
and high viscosity index values.

They display superior lubrication performance at low temperatures with their low pour point 
and high viscosity index values.

High	water	separability	characteristics	in	wet	working	conditions.

High	water	separability	characteristics	in	wet	working	conditions.
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GREASES

Provides	long-life	protection	for	equipments	due	to	their	high	thermal	stability	and	wear	
preventive properties.

Reduces grease consumption due to its high adhesion property.

Provides	long-term	and	efficient	lubrication	performance	due	to	high	water	resistance.

Provides	high	performance	and	efficient	usage	in	medium	and	light	duty	bearings.

Displays superior performance against wear under heavy and shock loads.

Provides	efficient	lubrication	performance	due	to	high	water	resistance.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
GRESON	LIT-EP	GREASES	are	long-life,	multi	
purpose, lithium soap based greases blended 
with mineral oils and extreme pressure additives, 
resistant to wear, corrosion and water wash-out.

Provides	long-life	protection	for	equipments	due	to	their	high	thermal	stability	and	wear	
preventive properties.

Provides	long-term	and	efficient	lubrication	performance	due	to	high	water	resistance.

Displays superior performance against wear under heavy and shock loads.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
GRESON	LIT-EP	GREASES	are	long-life,	multi	
purpose, lithium soap based greases blended 
with mineral oils and extreme pressure additives, 
resistant to wear, corrosion and water wash-out.

Provides	long-life	protection	for	equipments	due	to	their	high	thermal	stability	and	wear	
preventive properties.

Provides	long-term	and	efficient	lubrication	performance	due	to	high	water	resistance.

Displays superior performance against wear under heavy and shock loads.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
GRESON	LIT-EP	GREASES	are	long-life,	multi	
purpose, lithium soap based greases blended 
with mineral oils and extreme pressure additives, 
resistant to wear, corrosion and water wash-out.

Provides	long-life	protection	for	equipments	due	to	their	high	thermal	stability	and	wear	
preventive properties.

Provides	long-term	and	efficient	lubrication	performance	due	to	high	water	resistance.

Displays superior performance against wear under heavy and shock loads.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
GRESON	LIT-EP	GREASES	are	long-life,	multi	
purpose, lithium soap based greases blended 
with mineral oils and extreme pressure additives, 
resistant to wear, corrosion and water wash-out.

Provides	long-life	protection	for	equipments	due	to	their	high	thermal	stability	and	wear	
preventive properties.

Provides	long-term	and	efficient	lubrication	performance	due	to	high	water	resistance.

Displays superior performance against wear under heavy and shock loads.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
GRESON	LIT-EP	GREASES	are	long-life,	multi	
purpose, lithium soap based greases blended 
with mineral oils and extreme pressure additives, 
resistant to wear, corrosion and water wash-out.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
They are water resistant calcium soap greases 
which are formulated with high quality base oils 
and special additives. They are suitable for the 
medium loads.

GRESON LIT EP 0

GRESON LIT EP 00

GRESON LIT EP 1

GRESON LIT EP 2

GRESON LIT EP 3

GRESON KG 3

greson
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GREASES

GRESON

PRODUCT DEFINITION
They are water resistant calcium soap greases 
which are formulated with high quality base oils and 
special additives. They are suitable for the medium 
loads.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
GRESON	LIT	GREASES	are	long-life,	multi	purpose,	
lithium soap based greases which are resistant to 
wash-out, oxidation and corrosion.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
GRESON	LIT	MX	is	lithium	soap	based,	black	colored	
grease	with	EP,	molybdenum	and	graphite	additives,	
displays superior performance under high load, high 
temperature and high speeds.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
GRESON	LK-246	is	long-life,	high	performance	lithium	
complex soap based grease blended with mineral base 
oils and extreme pressure additives, resistant to wear, 
corrosion and water wash-out.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
GRESON	LK	GREASES	are	long-life,	multi	purpose,	
high performance lithium complex soap based 
greases blended with mineral base oils and extreme 
pressure additives, resistant to wear, corrosion and 
water wash-out.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
GRESON	CP	is	lithium-based,	green	colored	grease,	
developed especially for cotton picker machines.

KAP GRES 3

GRESON LIT MX

GRESON LK 246

GRESON LK 2

GRESON CP

GRESON LIT 2

GRESON LIT 3

Reduces grease consumption due to its high adhesion property.

Provides	long-life	protection	for	equipments	due	to	their	high	thermal	stability	and	wear	
preventive properties.

Provides	long-life	protection	for	equipments	due	to	their	high	thermal	stability	and	wear	
preventive properties.

Protects	bearings	against	corrosion	and	extends	bearing	life.

Protects	bearings	against	corrosion	and	extends	bearing	life.

Provides	long-life	protection	for	equipments	due	to	their	high	thermal	stability	and	wear	
preventive properties.

Provides	high	performance	and	efficient	usage	in	medium	and	light	duty	bearings.

They contain anti-corrosion additives to protect the bearings against corrosion.

They contain anti-corrosion additives to protect the bearings against corrosion.

Provides	long-life	protection	for	equipments	due	to	their	high	thermal	stability	and	wear	
preventive properties.

Provides	long-life	protection	for	equipments	due	to	their	high	thermal	stability	and	wear	
preventive properties.

Extends the life of the equipment with its superior protection against rust and corrosion.

Provides	efficient	lubrication	performance	due	to	high	water	resistance.

Provides	long-term	and	efficient	lubrication	performance	due	to	high	water	resistance.

Provides	superior	lubrication	performance	with	molybdenum	and	graphite	additives	under	
heavy and shock loads.

Provides	long-term	and	efficient	lubrication	performance	due	to	high	water	resistance.

Provides	long-term	and	efficient	lubrication	performance	due	to	high	water	resistance.

Provides	superior	lubrication	performance	with	its	special	selected	base	oil	and	additive	package.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
GRESON	LIT	GREASES	are	long-life,	multi	purpose,	
lithium soap based greases which are resistant to 
wash-out, oxidation and corrosion.

Provides	long-life	protection	for	equipments	due	to	their	high	thermal	stability	and	wear	
preventive properties.

They contain anti-corrosion additives to protect the bearings against corrosion.

Provides	long-term	and	efficient	lubrication	performance	due	to	high	water	resistance.
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MITRAS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Heavy	duty	manual	transmission,	axle	and	hypoid	gear	oil	which	is	designed	with	high	
quality	base	oils	and	selected	anti-oxidant,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	additives.

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-PRF-2105E;	MAN	342	S1;	ZF	TE	–	ML	
07A,	12B,	16F,	17B;	DAF;	VOLVO	97312;	
SCANIASTO1:0;	MB-Approval	235.8

PACKAGE

MITRAS AX SYN ULTRA 75W-90

Increase the equipment 
performance by minimizing 
wear, thus improve 
productivity.

Minimize waste oil disposal costs 
by extending oil drain intervals.

Contain special additives to 
prevent deposit formation, thus 
extend the gear and bearing life.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	AX	SYN	75W90	is	high	performance	synthetic	gear	oil	which	is	produced	with	
high technology synthetic base oils and additve package providing anti-oxidant, anti-
corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	properties.

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-L-2105D

PACKAGE

MITRAS AX SYN 75W-90

Increase the equipment 
performance by minimizing 
wear, thus improve 
productivity.

Minimize waste oil disposal costs 
by extending oil drain intervals.

Contain special additives to 
prevent deposit formation, thus 
extend the gear and bearing life.

MITRAS AX HYP 75W-80

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	AX	HYP	Series	are	semi-synthetic	heavy	duty	manual	transmission,	differential	
and hypoid gear oils which are designed with the combination of high quality synthetic 
and	mineral	base	oils	and	anti-oxidant,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	additives.

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-L-2105D

PACKAGE

Provides	superior	protection	
against corrosion. 

Compatible with seals and gaskets. 

Compatible with seals and gaskets. 

Long-lasting products due to 
their thermal and oxidation 
stability. 

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	AX	HYP	Series	are	semi-synthetic	heavy	duty	manual	transmission,	differential	
and hypoid gear oils which are designed with the combination of high quality synthetic 
and	mineral	base	oils	and	anti-oxidant,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	additives.

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-L-2105D

PACKAGE
                                         

MITRAS AX HYP 75W-90

Provides	superior	protection	
against corrosion. 

Long-lasting products due to 
their thermal and oxidation 
stability. 

1L

1L 3L

205L

205L

205L18L

18L

15KG

15KG 18L
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TRANSMISSION AND GEAR OILS

MITRAS AX LS 80W-90

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	AX	LS	Series	are	heavy	duty	differential	oils	which	are	produced	with	the	
combination	of	paraffinic	base	oils	and	anti-oxidant,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	
additives.

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-L-2105D

PACKAGE

Long oil life with high oxidation 
resistance. 

Provides	superior	protection	
against wear with advanced 
base oil and additive technology. 

They meet the requirement of 
friction coefficient, which is an 
important feature in limited slip 
differentials. 

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	AX	LS	Series	are	heavy	duty	differential	oils	which	are	produced	with	the	
combination	of	paraffinic	base	oils	and	anti-oxidant,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	
additives.

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-L-2105D

PACKAGE

MITRAS AX LS 85W-140

They meet the requirement of 
friction coefficient, which is an 
important feature in limited slip 
differentials. 

Minimize waste oil disposal costs 
by extending oil drain intervals. 

Provides	superior	protection	
against corrosion. 

MITRAS AX LS 85W-90

MITRAS AX EP 80

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	AX	LS	Series	are	heavy	duty	differential	oils	which	are	produced	with	the	
combination	of	paraffinic	base	oils	and	anti-oxidant,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	
additives.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	AX	EP	Series	are	gearbox	oils	which	have	been	developed	with	paraffinic	base	
oils	and	selected	anti-oxidants,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	additives.

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-L-2105D
ZF TE-ML 05C, 12C, 21C

PACKAGE
                                         

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-L-2105D
MB 235.0; MAN 342 N

PACKAGE
                                         

Provides	superior	protection	
against corrosion. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Minimize waste oil disposal 
costs by extending oil drain 
intervals. 

Long oil life with high oxidation 
resistance. 

They meet the requirement 
of friction coefficient, which 
is an important feature in 
limited slip differentials. 

Protect	gears	against	rust	
and corrosion. 

205L

20L

20L

205L

205L

205L18L
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MITRAS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	AX	EP	Series	are	gearbox	oils	which	have	been	developed	with	paraffinic	base	
oils	and	selected	anti-oxidants,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	additives.

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-L-2105D; MB 235.0; MAN 342 N

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-L-2105D; MB 235.0; MAN 342 N; 
MB Approval 235.0

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-L-2105D

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-5

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-L-2105D

PACKAGE

MITRAS AX EP 90

Protect	gears	against	rust	
and corrosion.

Protect	gears	against	rust	
and corrosion.

Protect	gears	against	rust	
and corrosion.

Protect	gears	against	rust	
and corrosion.

Long oil life with high oxidation 
resistance. 

Long oil life with high oxidation 
resistance. 

Long oil life with high oxidation 
resistance. 

Long oil life with high oxidation 
resistance. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

205L

205L

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	AX	EP	Series	are	gearbox	oils	which	have	been	developed	with	paraffinic	base	
oils	and	selected	anti-oxidants,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	additives.

MITRAS AX EP 80W-90

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	AX	HYP	Series	are	heavy	duty	differential	and	hypoid	gear	oils	which	are	
developed with high quality paraffinic base oils and advanced anti-oxidant, anti-
corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	additives.

MITRAS AX HYP 80W-90

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	AX	HYP	Series	are	heavy	duty	differential	and	hypoid	gear	oils	which	are	
developed with high quality paraffinic base oils and advanced anti-oxidant, anti-
corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	additives.

MITRAS AX HYP 85W-140

1L

1L

3L

3L

205L

205L

18L

18L
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TRANSMISSION AND GEAR OILS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	MT	EP	Series	are	manual	transmission	oils	which	are	developed	with	high	
quality	paraffinic	base	oils	and	advanced	anti-oxidant,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	
additives.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	MT	EP	Series	are	manual	transmission	oils	which	are	developed	with	high	
quality	paraffinic	base	oils	and	advanced	anti-oxidant,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	
additives.

MITRAS MT EP 90

MITRAS MT EP 140

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-4

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-4

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-4

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-4

PACKAGE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	MT	EP	Series	are	manual	transmission	oils	which	are	developed	with	high	
quality	paraffinic	base	oils	and	advanced	anti-oxidant,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	
additives.

MITRAS MT EP 80W-90

Long-lasting products due to 
their oxidation and thermal 
stability. 

Long-lasting products due to 
their oxidation and thermal 
stability. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion. 

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion. 

205L

3L

3L

3L

1L

1L

1L

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	MT	EP	Series	are	manual	transmission	oils	which	are	developed	with	high	
quality	paraffinic	base	oils	and	advanced	anti-oxidant,	anti-corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	
additives.

MITRAS MT EP 80

205L

205L

205L

Long-lasting products due to 
their oxidation and thermal 
stability. 

Long-lasting products due to 
their oxidation and thermal 
stability. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion. 

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion. 

18L

15KG

15KG

15KG

18L

18L

18L
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MITRAS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	MT	MB	Series	are	manual	transmission,	differential	and	hypoid	gear	oils	which	
are developed with high quality paraffinic base oils and advanced anti-oxidant, anti-
corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	additives.

205L

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-4

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MAN	341	TYPE	E1;	MAN	341	TYPE	Z1;	
ZF TE-ML-02B; ZF TE-ML-17A; 
MB Approval 235.1

PACKAGE

Long-lasting products due to 
their oxidation and thermal 
stability. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion. 

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	MT	MB	Series	are	manual	transmission,	differential	and	hypoid	gear	oils	which	
are developed with high quality paraffinic base oils and advanced anti-oxidant, anti-
corrosion,	anti-wear	and	EP	additives.

205L

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-4

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
MAN	341	TYPE	E1;	MAN	341	TYPE	Z1;	
ZF TE-ML-02B; ZF TE-ML-17A

PACKAGE

Long-lasting products due to 
their oxidation and thermal 
stability. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	MT	Series	are	gear	oils	which	are	produced	with	paraffinic	base	oils,	can	
be used in moderate loaded gearboxes and differentials of automotive and industrial 
equipments.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	MT	Series	are	gear	oils	which	are	produced	with	paraffinic	base	oils,	can	
be used in moderate loaded gearboxes and differentials of automotive and industrial 
equipments. 

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-1

PACKAGE

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-1

PACKAGE

MITRAS MT MB 80

MITRAS MT MB 90

MITRAS MT 80

MITRAS MT 90

Long oil life with high oxidation 
resistance.

Long oil life with high oxidation 
resistance.

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion.

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion.

3L

3L

1L

1L

205L

205L

15KG

15KG

18L

18L
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TRANSMISSION AND GEAR OILS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	MT	Series	are	gear	oils	which	are	produced	with	paraffinic	base	oils,	can	
be used in moderate loaded gearboxes and differentials of automotive and industrial 
equipments.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	TO	Series	are	high	performance	transmission	oils	which	are	developed	with	
high quality paraffinic base oils and advanced anti-oxidant, anti-corrosion, anti-wear and 
EP	additives.	They	meet	Caterpillar	TO-4	specification.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	TO	Series	are	high	performance	transmission	oils	which	are	developed	with	
high quality paraffinic base oils and advanced anti-oxidant, anti-corrosion, anti-wear and 
EP	additives.	They	meet	Caterpillar	TO-4	specification.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
MITRAS	TO	Series	are	high	performance	transmission	oils	which	are	developed	with	
high quality paraffinic base oils and advanced anti-oxidant, anti-corrosion, anti-wear and 
EP	additives.	They	meet	Caterpillar	TO-4	specification.

PERFORMANCE
API	GL-1

PACKAGE

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Caterpillar	TO-4;	GM	ALLISON	C-4;	
Komatsu Micro-Clutch; ZF TE-ML 01, 03

PACKAGE

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Caterpillar	TO-4;	GM	ALLISON	C-4;	
Komatsu Micro-Clutch; ZF TE-ML 01, 03

PACKAGE

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Caterpillar	TO-4;	GM	ALLISON	C-4;	
Komatsu Micro-Clutch; ZF TE-ML 01, 03

PACKAGE

MITRAS MT 140

MITRAS TO 10

MITRAS TO 30

MITRAS TO 50

Minimize waste oil disposal costs 
by extending oil drain intervals 
due to its long life.

Minimize waste oil disposal costs 
by extending oil drain intervals 
due to its long life.

Minimize waste oil disposal costs 
by extending oil drain intervals 
due to its long life.

Ensures reliable performance 
under heavy operating conditions 
such as construction. 

Ensures reliable performance 
under heavy operating conditions 
such as construction. 

Ensures reliable performance 
under heavy operating conditions 
such as construction.

Contain special additives to 
prevent deposit formation and 
resist against foaming.

Contains special additives to 
prevent deposit formation and 
resist against foaming. 

Contains special additives to 
prevent deposit formation and 
resist against foaming.

20L 205L

20L

20L

205L

205L

Compatible with seals and 
gaskets. 

Long oil life with high oxidation 
resistance.

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion.

3L1L 205L15KG 18L
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MITRAS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is a semi synthetic automatic transmission fluid which is blended with superior quality 
synthetic and mineral base oils and special additives.

1L 205L

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Allison	C-4	Fluids;	Allison	TES,	389;	Caterpillar	
TO-2	Fluids;	Ford	MERCON;	Ford	M2C138CJ,	
M2C	166-H	Fluids;	GM	DEXRON	III-H,	III-G,	III-F,	
III-E,	III-D;	MAN	339	Z1	ve	V1,	Z2	ve	V2;	
MB	236.1,	236.5,	236.6,	236.7;	Voith	55,6335	
ve	55,6336;	Volvo	97340,	97341;	ZF	TE-ML	02F,	
04D, 09, 11A, 14A, 17C

PACKAGE

Extends equipment life by 
minimizing wear. 

Contains special additives to 
prevent deposit formation and 
resist against foaming. 

Superior	performance	in	hot	
and cold climates. 

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is an automatic transmission fluid which is blended with superior quality synthetic 
base oils and special additives.

3L 205L

205L

205L

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Ford MERCON®-	V;	JASO	1-A;	MAN	339	Type	L1,	
MAN	339	Type	V2,	MAN	339	Type	Z2,	MAN	339	
Type	Z11;	MB	236.6;		VOITH	H55.6336.XX;	
Volvo	97341;	ZF	TE-ML	04D,	14B,	16L,	20B

PACKAGE Superior	performance	in	hot	
and cold climates.

Contains special additives to 
prevent deposit formation and 
resist against foaming. 

Extends equipment life by 
minimizing wear. 

Contains special additives to 
prevent deposit formation and 
resist against foaming. 

Contains special additives to 
prevent deposit formation and 
resist against foaming. 

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is an automatic transmission fluid which is blended with superior quality synthetic 
base oils and special additives.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is an automatic transmission fluid which is blended with superior quality synthetic 
base oils and special additives.

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
GM - Dexron III; GM - Allison C4; ZF TE-ML 14A; 
MAN	339	Typ	V1,	MAN	339	Typ	Z1;	
Voith	H55.6335.3X

PACKAGE

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
GM - Dexron III; FORD - Mercon; GM - Allison C4; 
MB 236,9; MAN 339 F; ZF TE ML 03D, 04D, 09, 
14B, 16L, 17C

PACKAGE

MITRAS ATF ST DX III

MITRAS ATF KYS III

MITRAS ATF STM III

MITRAS ATF SYN III

Extends equipment life by 
minimizing wear. 

Extends equipment life by 
minimizing wear. 

Superior	performance	in	hot	
and cold climates. 

Superior	performance	in	hot	
and cold climates. 

18L

18L

18L
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TRANSMISSION AND GEAR OILS

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is a semi synthetic automatic transmission fluid which is blended with superior quality 
synthetic and mineral base oils and special additives.

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
GM - Dexron III; FORD - Mercon; GM - Allison C4; 
Caterpillar TO-2; MB 236,1; MAN 339-F; ZF TE 
ML 14A, 17C, 02F, 03D, 04D

PACKAGE

MITRAS ATF ST III

1L 4L3L 205L

Superior	performance	in	hot	and	
cold climates. 

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion. 

Extends equipment life by 
minimizing wear. 

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is an automatic transmission fluid which is blended with superior quality mineral base 
oils and special additives.

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
GM - Dexron II-D; GM - Dexron II-E; 
Type	A	Suffix	A

PACKAGE

MITRAS ATF DX II

Superior	performance	in	hot	and	
cold climates. 

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion. 

Extends equipment life by 
minimizing wear. 

1L 205L

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is an automatic transmission fluid which is blended with superior quality mineral base 
oils and special additives.

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
GM - Dexron II-D; MB 236.1; FORD - Mercon; GM 
-	Allison	C3	–	C4;	Caterpillar	TO-2;	Denison	HF-0;	
ZF	TE-ML	02F,	03D,	17C;	MAN	339	TYPE	V1;
MAN	339	TYPE	Z1;	Voith	H55.6335.3X;	ZF	TE-ML	
04D, 14A

PACKAGE

MITRAS ATF II

Superior	performance	in	hot	and	
cold climates. 

Protect	gears	against	rust	and	
corrosion. 

Extends equipment life by 
minimizing wear. 

1L 3L 205L

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is a hydraulic steering fluid which is blended with highly refined mineral base oils and 
special additives.

PACKAGE

MITRAS HYDATF

Extends the equipment life by 
displaying excellent lubrication 
performance. 

Compatible with seals, hoses 
and gaskets to prevent oil 
leakages and increase equipment 
efficiency. 

Superior	performance	in	hot	and	
cold climates. 

1L 205L

18L

18L
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AGRICULTURE ENGINE AND EQUIPMENT OILS

AGROS

Contains	detergent/dispersant	
additives to prevent deposit 
formaton and ensure the 
lubricated components clean. 

Contains	detergent/dispersant	
additives to prevent deposit 
formaton and ensure the 
lubricated components clean. 

Contains	detergent/dispersant	
additives to prevent deposit 
formaton and ensure the 
lubricated components clean. 

PRODUCT DEFINITION
AGROS	UTTO	62	is	a	multi-purpose	transmission	oil	blended	with	high	quality	solvent	refined	
paraffinic mineral oil containing extreme pressure additives and friction modifiers.It displays 
excellent lubrication and low noise performance  in transmissions, hydraulic systems, oil-
immersed wet brakes and power transmissions of agriculture and off-highway equipments.

205L

205L

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
API	GL-4;	Massey	Fergusson	1135;	
FORD M2C-86-B

PACKAGE
Superior	lubrication	performance	
at hot and cold climates. 
Displays high resistance to heat 
and ensures efficient power 
transmission at cold temperatures. 

Superior	lubrication	performance	
at hot and cold climates. 
Displays high resistance to heat 
and ensures efficient power 
transmission at cold temperatures. 

Superior	lubrication	performance	
at hot and cold climates. 
Displays high resistance to heat 
and ensures efficient power 
transmission at cold temperatures. 

PRODUCT DEFINITION
AGROS	UTTO	45	is	a	multi-purpose	transmission	oil	blended	with	high	quality	solvent	refined	
paraffinic mineral oil containing extreme pressure additives and friction modifiers.It displays 
excellent lubrication and low noise performance  in transmissions, hydraulic systems, oil-
immersed wet brakes and power transmissions of agriculture and off-highway equipments. 

PRODUCT DEFINITION
AGROS	UTTO	42	is	a	multi-purpose	transmission	oil	blended	with	high	quality	solvent	refined	
paraffinic mineral oil containing extreme pressure additives and friction modifiers.It displays 
excellent lubrication and low noise performance  in transmissions, hydraulic systems, oil-
immersed wet brakes and power transmissions of agriculture and off-highway equipments.

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
API	GL-4;	Massey	Fergusson	1135;	
FORD M2C-86-B

PACKAGE

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
API	GL-4;	Massey	Fergusson	1135;	
FORD M2C-86-B

PACKAGE

AGROS UTTO 62

AGROS UTTO 45

AGROS UTTO 42

High	viscosity	index	value	ensures	
the oil film permanent at wide 
range of operating temperatures 
and minimize wear during cold 
start-up and warm-up conditions. 

High	viscosity	index	value	ensures	
the oil film permanent at wide 
range of operating temperatures 
and minimize wear during cold 
start-up and warm-up conditions. 

High	viscosity	index	value	ensures	
the oil film permanent at wide 
range of operating temperatures 
and minimize wear during cold 
start-up and warm-up conditions. 

AGROS UTTO 82

PRODUCT DEFINITION
AGROS	UTTO	82	is	a	multi-purpose	transmission	oil	blended	with	high	quality	solvent	refined	
paraffinic mineral oil containing extreme pressure additives and friction modifiers.It displays 
excellent lubrication and low noise performance  in transmissions, hydraulic systems, oil-
immersed wet brakes and power transmissions of agriculture and off-highway equipments.

205L

205L

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
JI	CASE:	MS	1204-MS	1205-MS	1206-MS	
1207-MS	1210,	JOHN	DEERE:	JDM	J20C	/	J20D,
NEW	HOLLAND:	FNHA-2-C201.00
FORD:	M2C134-A/B/C/D	M2C86-B/C,	
MASSEY	FERGUSSON:	M1141-M1135-M1143
WHITE	FARM:	Q-1826,	DETROIT	DIESEL	ALLISON:	
C-3	/	C-4,	CATERPILLAR	TO-2,	VOLVO:	WB-101

PACKAGE

Superior	lubrication	performance	
at hot and cold climates. 
Displays high resistance to heat 
and ensures efficient power 
transmission at cold temperatures. 

Contains	detergent/dispersant	
additives to prevent deposit 
formaton and ensure the 
lubricated components clean. 

High	viscosity	index	value	ensures	
the oil film permanent at wide 
range of operating temperatures 
and minimize wear during cold 
start-up and warm-up conditions. 

18L

15KG

18L

15KG
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AGRICULTURE ENGINE AND EQUIPMENT OILS

AGROS

20L

20L

20L

205L

205L

205L

Contains detergent-dispersant 
additives to prevent sludge formation 
by combustion products such as 
soot and deposit, thus cleans up the 
engine and oil channels. 

Contains detergent-dispersant 
additives to prevent sludge formation 
by combustion products such as 
soot and deposit, thus cleans up the 
engine and oil channels. 

Contains detergent-dispersant 
additives to prevent sludge formation 
by combustion products such as 
soot and deposit, thus cleans up the 
engine and oil channels. 

PRODUCT DEFINITION
AGROS	STOU	Series	are	multi	purpose	and	multi-grade	tractor	oils	blended	with	high	
quality mineral base oils and special additives.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
AGROS	STOU	Series	are	multi	purpose	and	multi-grade	tractor	oils	blended	with	high	
quality mineral base oils and special additives.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
AGROS	STOU	Series	are	multi	purpose	and	multi-grade	tractor	oils	blended	with	high	
quality mineral base oils and special additives.

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
API	CD/SE;	API	GL-4;	Massey	Ferguson	M	1135;	
Massey Ferguson M 1139; ZF TE-ML 06A; 
FORD M2C159B, C

PACKAGE

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
API	CD/SE;	API	GL-4;	Massey	Ferguson	M	1135;	
Massey Ferguson M 1139; ZF TE-ML 06A; 
FORD M2C159B, C

PACKAGE

APPROVALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
API	CD/SE;	API	GL-4;	Massey	Ferguson	M	1135;	
Massey Ferguson M 1139; ZF TE-ML 06A; 
FORD M2C159B, C

PACKAGE

AGROS STOU 10W-30

AGROS STOU 15W-40

AGROS STOU 20W-40

Contains anti-wear, anti-corrosion 
and anti-foam additives to ensure 
superior lubrication at extreme 
operating conditions,thus improve 
equipment efficiency. 

Contains anti-wear, anti-corrosion 
and anti-foam additives to ensure 
superior lubrication at extreme 
operating conditions,thus improve 
equipment efficiency. 

Contains anti-wear, anti-corrosion 
and anti-foam additives to ensure 
superior lubrication at extreme 
operating conditions,thus improve 
equipment efficiency. 

High	viscosity	index	value	ensures	
the oil film permanent at wide 
range of operating temperatures 
and minimize wear during cold 
start-up and warm-up conditions. 

High	viscosity	index	value	ensures	
the oil film permanent at wide 
range of operating temperatures 
and minimize wear during cold 
start-up and warm-up conditions. 

High	viscosity	index	value	ensures	
the oil film permanent at wide 
range of operating temperatures 
and minimize wear during cold 
start-up and warm-up conditions. 
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ANTIFREEZE WINDSHIELD WASHER FLUID, BRAKE FLUID

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is a monoetyhlene glycol based concentrated 
antifreeze formulated with superiour anti-corrosion, 
anti-wear and anti-foam additives to be used in 
gasoline and diesel engine coolant systems.

PACKAGE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is an ethylene-glycol based concentrate product 
which contains organic acids and silicates salts anti-
corrosion	package	(Si-OAT).	It	is	formulated	for	use	in	
the cooling systems of gasoline and diesel engines.

PACKAGE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is a mono-ethylene glycol based ready to use 
antifreeze formulated with superior anti-corrosion, 
anti-wear and anti-foam additives to be used in 
gasoline and diesel engine coolant systems.

PACKAGE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is an ethylene glycol based ready to use red 
antifreeze with special organic type corrosion 
inhibitors, especially formulated for vehicles with 
radiators made of aluminum and its alloys.

PACKAGE

LUBEX ANTIFREEZE

LUBEX ANTIFREEZE MG-40

LUBEX ANTIFREEZE READY TO USE

LUBEX LONG LIFE ANTIFREEZE READY TO USE

LUBEX ANTIFREEZE G-12 PLUS

Compatible with all cooling system components including aluminum radiators.

Due to the special additives in its formula, it prevents cavitation in aluminum and cast iron 
radiators.

Compatible with all cooling system components including aluminum radiators.

Provides	unique	protection	against	corrosion	and	foam	formation	due	to	the	special	
additives it contains.

Nitrite free.

Nitrite, amine, phosphate and borate free.

Nitrite free.

Nitrite, boron, phosphorus, silicate, amine free.

It is compatible with elastomers used in seals, O-rings and gaskets.

It is compatible with elastomers used in seals, O-rings and gaskets.

It is compatible with elastomers used in seals, O-rings and gaskets.

It is compatible with elastomers used in seals, O-rings and gaskets.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is a long-lasting concentrated radiator fluid 
produced with ethylene glycol based and advanced 
corrosion inhibitor technology.

PACKAGE

It provides maximum protection against corrosion with organic corrosion inhibitor.

It extends service intervals by providing superior protection against corrosion in modern 
aluminum motors.

Silicate,	nitrite	and	phosphate	free.

1L

1L

3L

3L

205L

205L

205L

205L

16L

16L

1,5L 3L 205L20L
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ANCILLARY AUTOMOTIVE LUBRICANTS

It is compatible with elastomers used in seals, O-rings and gaskets.

Improved brake control at low temperatures and rapid reaction in stability systems such 
as	ABS,	ASR.

With its special formulation, it helps to prolong the life of the brake system.

Advanced braking performance due to high boiling point.

Due to its high boiling point, it shows superior performance against temperature increases 
due to long-term or intensive urban use.

Prevent	corrosion	in	the	braking	system	due	to	improved	additives.

Provides	unique	protection	against	corrosion	and	foam	formation	due	to	the	special	
additives it contains.

Nitrite, boron, phosphorus, silicate, amine free.

It is compatible with elastomers used in seals, O-rings and gaskets.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is an ethylene glycol based concentrated red 
antifreeze with special organic type corrosion 
inhibitors, especially formulated for vehicles with 
radiators made of aluminum and its alloys.

PACKAGE

It does not damage the auto paint, polish, wiper and tires. 

It does not contain methanol which is dangerous to human health.

Does not leave stain on glass.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is developed to clean the dirt on the automobile 
glasses with its superior washing formula and 
resist to freezing in climatic conditions up to -15°C.

PACKAGE

It is compatible with elastomers used in seals, O-rings and gaskets.

With its special formulation, it helps to prolong the life of the brake system.

It provides smooth power transmission at high and low operating temperatures.

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is heavy duty, full synthetic hydraulic brake 
fluid to be used in brake and clutch systems of 
vehicles requiring DOT-3 standard. It has high 
boiling point.

PACKAGE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is heavy duty, full synthetic hydraulic brake 
fluid to be used in brake and clutch systems of 
vehicles requiring DOT-4 standard. It has high 
boiling point.

PACKAGE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is a high performance hydraulic brake fluid 
formulated for modern vehicles working under 
severe driver conditions.

PACKAGE

LUBEX LONG LIFE ANTIFREEZE

LUBEX WINCLEAN

LUBEX BRAKE FLUID DOT 3

LUBEX BRAKE FLUID DOT 4

LUBEX BRAKE FLUID DOT 5.1

1,5L 3L 205L

3L

0,5L

0,5L

0,5L
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HIGH PERFORMANCE MOTOR OIL

BELGİN MADENİ YAĞLAR TİC. ve SAN. A.Ş.
GOSB,	İhsan	Dede	Cad.	No:	125	Gebze	41480	Kocaeli
Tel:	+90	262	751	02	92		lubex@	belginoil.com

lubex.com.tr

lubexmotoroil
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